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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Here are the quote which helped set up the successful trading of today's session: 

Buyers are aggressively defending this level and as long as they continue to do so, you can make 

money from their collective interventionst actions. 

I think it's abundantly clear in 2015 that price can be manipulated higher and we must adjust to 

this reality or else lose money to the buying pressure (and short-squeeze). 

 

Buyers are actively preventing a sell-off here and perhaps they find great value at current levels.  

The reason never matters - only price.  For now, we're going to respect the buyers as long as the 

market is above 2,060 for a possible bounce up away from 2,060.   

Our ongoing "Broader Narrative" or bigger picture story about what's driving price/the markets has been and - 

as was confirmed today - continues to be the most efficient, simple, and effective way to plan and profit from 

today's markets.  So, we're simply going to keep using it and profiting from it as long as price molds to the 

ongoing narrative.  Longer term members are aware of our "Manipulation Thesis" and the simple narrative 

that the economy is recovering while Central Banks are printing money for stimulus to manipulate Treasury 

yields lower (by purchasing bonds) which thus indirectly manipulates stock prices higher (for a variety of 

interconnected reasons).  In sum, stimulus plus recovering economy equals higher stock market and that is 

confirmed by our ongoing uptrend in price as well... and the series of "Stick Save" Events we continue to 

document each and every time they happen - like today.   

With that in mind, we were on "BEARISH BREAKDOWN" planning mode and thus triggered our two morning 

retracement or bear flag trades on the 5-min and 1-min chart.  These were standard trend plays into a 

potentially collapsing/liquidation market.  Our weekly target was the 2,045 pivot - highlighted in the Weekly 

Member Report and in today's Morning Market Briefing with TradeStation - and that's roughly where buyers 

staged an intervention and influx of capital into the market, defending support and creating a powerful short-

squeeze. 

The final trades were the breakout above the 50 EMA ("Line in the Sand") after the Stick-Save Intervention 

Event mid-day (V-Spike Reversal) and if you missed the initial breakout trend reversal trigger, then you had 

another great, lower risk opportunity to enter and play the "First Reaction" retracement trade #4. 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

FED MINUTES 2:00pm!!!!!!! 
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July 6 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

Not only was there a Stick-Save "V-Spike" Reversal in Stocks as documented, but also in Crude Oil off the 

$51.00 level with a small positive divergence.   

Though the US Dollar gapped higher and oil and gold initially continued their collapse, gold and oil both 

reversed mid-day as the US Dollar pulled back. 

These are volatile movements and we need to continue to watch these levels and the intraday 

trends/movement very closely, even if we don't actively trade these markets. We're balancing "Risk-Off 

Bearish" Money Flow in the markets with the opposite which we've seen for so long which is "Risk-On Bullish." 
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Game-Planning the Next Day (30-min) 

 

With the bearish breakdown triggering validly under 2,050, buyers intervened with a V-Spike and Stick-Save 

Intervention event that propelled price BACK above 2,050 to trigger a short-squeeze which instantly reversed 

the remainder of the session to the bullish side.  Price traded all the way back to our known/drawn Fibonacci 

Retracement into 2,075 which was fascinating - that's where price stopped today. 

And for tomorrow, it will be our simple pivot planning level.  We're bullish for a Short-Squeeze/Bullish 

Reversal propelling price higher toward 2,100 if above 2,075... or else cautiously bearish to continue this well-

known visual sideways trading range on a movement DOWN AWAY from 2,075 toward 2,060 or even 2,050.  

With the intervention and bull trap, odds now seem to favor the bulls/buyers. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Buyers intervened with a Stick-Save event early in February with a powerful V-Spike Reversal Candle off the 200 day 

SMA and they did it again, halting the sell-off and creating an intraday reversal into a Short-Squeeze.  Traders, this is 

reality, not theory and the best way to conceptualize this is by seeing the market as being driven/manipulated by the 

buyers/bulls/funds and trading your accounts in the direction of this ongoing uptrend and repeated V-Spike Intervention 

events - it's a hard reality but it is our reality.  And so, we're bullish for another possible power-rally/short-squeeze event 

that takes us back toward 2,100 or even higher - toward 2,130.  That's the "repeat pattern" outcome. 

As always, and even back in February, we have to be prepared for the opposite outcome so that we can profit from it 

too as we adapt in real time.  The alternate thesis and "this time it's different" outcome here would be a sudden 

downturn in the market and break under 2,055 again (the 200 day SMA).  Trade bearishly on an intraday movement 

away from 2,080 and especially under 2,050/2,045.  Until then, we're going to lean once again on the thesis that buyers 

continue to overpower sellers as the stimulus-fueled uptrend and bull market continues.  Profit - don't stress about it. 


